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About This Game

This puzzle game helps your kids develop matching and fine motor skills. Your children will just love these wonderfully hand-
drawn pictures and will improve their spatial skills while having fun!

----IMPORTANT----

To play all puzzles choose ---> Library in Steam ---> click Play and choose the puzzle
you want to play.

FEATURES:

- Perfect for ages 2 - 12.
- Rotation mode for greater challenge.

- Many bright Watercolour puzzle images.
- Colorful puzzling atmosphere.
- Traditional puzzle gameplay.

- Simple controls make it easy to solve picture!
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This says that ther are, "Many bright Watercolour puzzle images.", but there is only one image and no way to chage it.
Watching the video for this game made my child say, "I want to do that one" pointing at one of the many images shown in the
trailer, but none of these are available.. Only one puzzle. False advertisement. There is only one puzzle. I was looking for a game
to play with my daughter, this worked perfectly.

To the people complaining about there only being one puzzle in the pack:

When you first open the program - it does not give you a choice as to which puzzle you will be doing. But when you go to open
it up after the initial launch, it will give you a radio button choice of which puzzle you will be doing. After you finish a puzzle
you have to close the program out and open it up with a new puzzle.

To the guy talking about bitcoin farming... I think you maybe downloaded something else with some hidden additions, because I
am not seeing it on this program.. Not only did this game freak me out as I was playing this at 3:28am but this game was bitcoin
farming too lmao. I checked task manager and this game somehow has 2 processes 1 called setup.exe and the other for the
actual game. It uses 20% of my CPU load which with an i7 is pretty high for a game like this. Smartly it only bitcoin mines
when you are in the window otherwise you tab out and it jumps back down to 0% usage.
I would recommend to stupid children who want to be bitcoin mined with I don't know a really old processor.. There was only
one puzzle and it was a little creepy for a child.
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